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The exploitation of heterosis in animal production has 
tended to be an empirical procedure. It was recognised that 
heterosis tended to be most pronounced for traits of low 
heritability (Sang 1956) and that its level of expression 
tended to increase as the degree of relationship between the 
parental lines decreased. It was further recognised that 
commercially important heterosis was most likely to be found in 
crosses between populations that had already been selected in 
the desired direction (Bowman 1959). As heterosis is normally 
measured relative to the mid-parent mean (Shull 1914 as cited 
by Shull 1948) the economic value of heterosis present in 
crosses between improved lines will be enhanced by this higher 
mid-parent value. Although heterosis is usually explained in 
terms of dominant, overdominant and/or epistatic gene action 
(Bowman 19 59) , it has generally tended to be assumed that 
epistasis is of minor importance as a source of heterosis in 
crosses between breeds of domestic animals (Falconer 1960) . In 
the absence of both epistasis and genotype by environment 
interactions (Cunningham 1982), the amount of heterosis expected 
to be found in a particular crossbred population relative to 
that present in the FI population(s) from which it is descended 
can be conveniently predicted from the comparison of their 
proportional heterozygosities. However, results from animal 
crossbreeding experiments (Sheridan 1981, Hickman 1982) indicate 
that these assumptions do not necessarily hold true and that 
lower than expected levels of residual heterosis can occur in 
secondary crossbred populations,

Kacser and Burns (1981) have presented a metabolic pathway 
model where each enzymatic step is specified by a different 
additive gene. They show that, due to the curvilinearity of 
enzymatic dose response curves, the phenotypic difference between 
each active homozygote and its heterozygote is expected to 
decrease as the number of enzymatic steps increases. When such 
a metabolic pathway contains approximately nine enzymatic steps, 
each locus appears to be under the control of a dominant gene.
As this model is effectively an epistatic gene pathway of 
complementary genes, traits inherited in this fashion would be 
expected to be subject to heterosis in accordance with the 
parental epistasis model (Sheridan 1981). Thus when it is
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intended to use a secondary crossbred population to generate 
heterosis, the performance of this population should be compared 
with the purebred and FI populations from which it is descended. 
An indication of the relative overall contribution of each 
parental line to the heterosis present in the FI cross can be 
obtained from the comparison of the parental lines with all of 
their FI backcross populations. Any departure from an equal 
contribution will indicate that at least some of the heterosis 
is due to dominance and/or parental epistasis.

Although there is general agreement as to the best selection 
strategy for improving purebred performance this is not the case 
for crossbred performance (Bell 1982). Following the 
spectacular development of hybrid maize earlier this century 
from the crossing of inbred lines, animal breeders attempted 
to apply the same techniques to the improvement of livestock 
production, but with little success (Bowman 1959). The 
difficulty in choosing an appropriate selection technique for 
improving crossbred performance is exemplified for poultry by 
Clayton (1968). He noted that the six leading commercial 
layer strains in North America were of similar merit despite 
having employed a range of selection techniques including 
within line selection, reciprocal recurrent selection and 
inbreeding.

Attempts to utilise non-additive genetic variation as 
heterosis through the use of specialised selection techniques 
such as reciprocal recurrent selection were generally found to 
be inferior to within line selection (Bowman 1959) . However 
many of these earlier experimental comparisons between RRS 
(reciprocal recurrent selection) and WLS (within line selection) 
involved metric traits possessing considerable additive genetic 
variation (Bell 1982). In such comparisons WLS was found 
(as expected according to genetic theory) to be at least equal 
and usually superior to RRS. More recent experimental 
comparisons involving fitness traits have tended to find the 
reverse with RRS sometimes being superior to WLS. This is 
particularly the situation when the lines used in the comparison 
had previously been under WLS and were approaching a selection 
limit. In choosing an appropriate selection strategy for 
improving crossbred performance, Bell (1982) recommends that 
"when the total non-additive effects are significant, the breeder 
should consider some type of crossbred selection, and the 
magnitude of the genetic correlation between purebred and 
crossbred performance appears to be the best indicator as to the 
relative emphasis to give purebred v e r s u s  crossbred information".

Bell (1982) also describes a poultry breeding programme for 
improved egg production parameters where this approach was 
followed. In each of two White Leghorn purebred strains he 
practised sire family selection using a combination of purebred 
and crossbred information. Heterotic traits were mainly 
assessed from their crossbred performance and v i c e  v e r s a  for 
additive traits. The results presented for 13 generations of
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selection found this approach to be successful in improving 
crossbred performance, with most of this progress occurring 
during the last seven generations.

The poultry data of Gowe and Fairfull (1982) shows that 
considerable heterosis and reciprocal effects can be generated 
in crosses between lines separated by only 5 or 7 generations 
of within line selection for fairly similar egg production 
criteria. From a total of six lines (derived in pairs from 
three different base populations) the crosses between related 
lines possessed two thirds of the substantial heterosis for 
first year egg production present in the crosses between 
unrelated lines. This rapid accumulation of egg production 
heterosis in crosses between related lines is extremely 
interesting particularly since two of these base populations 
had previously been selected for improved egg production for 
between 18 and 20 generations. Although the interpretation 
of poultry selection experiments for improved egg production 
can be complicated by the sub-clinical presence and transmission 
of lymphoid leucosis virus (Spencer e t  a t . 1979) , this is 
unlikely to have been a contributing factor to these results.

The utilisation of heterosis is only one of the advantages 
that can be associated with some form of crossbreeding. Other 
possible advantages include the use of specialised sire and 
dam lines (Smith 1964) and when the desired animal is pheno- 
typically intermediate to the parental lines/breeds (Mason 
1966) . Crossbreeding programmes are designed to capitalise 
on'all forms of heterosis (maternal, paternal and individual) 
as well as exploiting any sex-linked or maternal effects that 
may be associated with a particular combination of lines.

Until it is possible to identify in the parental lines, 
the alleles present and their mode of action for the genes 
contributing to the performance of the crossbred animal, the 
utilisation of heterosis will largely remain an empirical 
procedure. More experimental comparisons are required, 
particularly with pigs (Glodek 1982), to provide information on 
the magnitude and direction of recombination effects in 
secondary crossbred populations.

SUMMARY
Heterosis is widely used to improve the efficiency of livestock 

production, being one of several possible advantages associated with 
crossbreeding. The level of residual heterosis present in secondary 
crossbred populations can be substantially less than would be 
predicted from FI and purebred populations on the basis of relative 
heterozygosities. Thus before a secondary crossbred population is 
used to generate heterosis, its performance should be compared with 
the purebred and FI populations from which it is descended. When a 
breeder wishes to improve the performance of an FI population, it may 
be worthwhile to use some crossbred information in the selection of 
the purebred parents. The relative emphasis to be given to crossbred 
v e r s u s  purebred information will mainly depend upon the genetic 
correlation between purebred and crossbred performance. Until it is 
possible to identify in the parental lines, the alleles present for 
the genes contributing to crossbred performance, the utilisation of 
heterosis will largely remain an empirical procedure.
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R E S U M E N

La heterosis ha sido ampliamente utilizada para mejorar la 
eficiencia de la production animal, constituyendo una de las po- 
sibles ventajas en union del cruzamiento. El nivel de heterosis 
residual presente en poblaciones cruzadas secundarias puede ser 
substancialmente menor que lo que podria predecirdse para pobla
ciones F. y consanguineas sobre la base de la heterozigosis re- 
lativa. Por ello, ante una poblacion F_ , para determinar su grado 
de heterosis deben compararse sus rendlmientos con los de la raza 
pura y la F. de que desciende. Cuando un ganadero desee aumentar 
el rendimiento de una poblacion F. , debe ante todo utilizar cuan- 
ta informaciob de cruzamiento se naya ejercido sobre los antepasa 
dos pura raza. La relativa importancia que deba darse a los cruza 
dos frente a la raza pura, en cuanto a la informacion existente e 
ellos, dependera en gran manera de la correlacion genetica exis
tente entre los rrendimientos de la raza pura y de sus cruza- 
mientos. Hasta que no se logre identificar en las lineas paren- 
tales los alelos presentes para los genes que contribuyen al 
rendimiento de los cruzados, la utilizacion de la heterosis per- 
manecera ampliamente como un procedimiento empirico.
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